
Emma Rubin
Reporter and Data Journalist

https://enrubin.wordpress.com/ | https://www.linkedin.com/in/emmarubin

Curious and driven journalist with a passion for pursuing stories. Able to meet
tight deadlines, connect with source networks and find unique angles to pitch.
Enhances storytelling with multimedia elements, especially data visualization.
Works well in collaborative settings in both traditional and remote newsrooms.

EXPERIENCE
Volunteer COVID Tracking Project, Remote, May 2020-Jan. 2021

● Create visualizations using testing data from internal tracking system
● Write blog posts communicating what our data means to the public
● Enter state data of COVID-19 cases and deaths in long term care facilities

Staff Writer Mount Holyoke News, South Hadley, MA, Sept. 2016- May 2020
● Wrote news articles on campus issues like the impact of overenrollment of first-year

students and local news like the permanent closure of several New England colleges
● Followed precise deadlines and communicated with editors frequently and remotely

News Intern New England Public Radio, Springfield, MA, Jan 2020-Mar 2020 (cut
short due to COVID-19)

● Conduct person on the street interviews to hear local opinions on topics like the
impeachment trial and presidential primary voting

● Pitched story ideas by following local/national news and press releases
● Cut tape and write script for broadcast on local issues and policy changes

Intern LEO Weekly, Louisville, KY, May 2019 – Aug. 2019
● Reported articles on various topics including how electric scooters could impact

urban planning and interviews with students of a youth music program
● Wrote news and features in AP style for publication in print and online editions
● Pitched story ideas, like the defunding of a composting program, to editor

EDUCATION
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA — B.A., Sep. 2016- May 2020
Major: Romance Languages and Cultures, Spanish and Catalan
Minor: Journalism, Media and Public Discourse

● Worked in Speaking, Arguing and Writing Center, editing and mentoring
students in college class assignments, including journalism courses.

● Worked in Spanish Department as Language Assistant, building community in a
Spanish language residence hall.

ACTIVITIES
Advisor Wall Street Journal Noted, Remote, Feb. 2021-Present

● Advise Wall Street Journal journalists on improving engagement with
millennial and Gen Z audiences, especially on LinkedIn

Panelist LEAP Symposium, South Hadley, MA, Oct. 2019
● Spoke in a panel about media internships in four countries
● Presented about experience at LEO Weekly, with a focus on working for a free print

media organization in the age of the internet

Member Mount Holyoke Model United Nations, South Hadley, MA, Sept.
2016-May 2020

● Traveled to conferences to participate in internationally focused debate
● Engaged in fast-paced committees, responding to international crisis updates

SKILLS
● Python
● Data Visualization
● Database Management
● API Data Retrieval
● Basic HTML
● QGIS
● GSuite
● Adobe Illustrator
● Slack
● Social Media
● Online/Remote

Communication
● WordPress
● Adobe Audition
● Microsoft Office
● Excel

LANGUAGES
● Spanish - Fluent
● Catalan - Proficient

AWARDS
● Global Competence Award

(Mount Holyoke Award for
graduates who engaged
with international thought)

● Invited to Phi Beta Kappa
● Sarah Williston Scholar

(Mount Holyoke Award for
high-ranking students)
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